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MOORA RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE — CLOSURE 

511. Mr R.S. LOVE to the Premier: 
Before I ask the question, on behalf of the National Party, I extend our condolences to the Minister for Transport 
and her family on the loss of her father. We also congratulate the new member for Darling Range on taking her 
place today. 

I refer to the Premier’s government’s backflip on cuts to funding for Schools of the Air, gifted and talented 
education programs, level 3 teachers, Northam Residential College, community resource centres and now the 
implementation of Shark-Management-Alert-in-Real-Time drum lines. Will the Premier see reason and change his 
mind on defunding Moora Residential College? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 

The government has made decisions over the course of its 16 months in office in a range of areas to help improve 
Western Australia. One of the things we had to do was to improve the financial situation of the state because of 
the catastrophic situation in which you, my friend, left Western Australia. We think about the $40 billion of debt 
that the National Party and Liberal Party left—it just sort of rolls off the tongue, does it not? The amount of 
$40 billion just rolls off the tongue. The Liberal Party and the Nationals WA now say that that was 16 months ago 
and that it is now our fault. I hear members opposite saying that it is now our fault. I see them put out things on 
social media saying that it is all Labor’s fault now and its problem. The reality is that for decades to come, the 
legacy of the Liberals and Nationals in this state will be the $40 billion of debt that they left us. We have a difficult 
row to hoe to get the state’s finances back on track, but that is exactly what we are doing. We cannot afford 
everything that people might like. When members opposite were in office, they blew the $40 billion, but they did 
not find the $8.7 million for the residential college. That is their legacy. 
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